SOFTWARE FOR
PLAN N ING, PROGRAM M ING
AN D M ON ITORI N G PROCESSES

Pronox plans the production, minimizing lead time and optimizing resources.
Pronox controls real time work ﬂow and determines production deadlines.
Pronox anticipates resource needs and creates opportunities for company expansion and growth.
Pronox is advanced software for manufacturing resource planning, automatically taking into account contingencies and optimizing work sequences to meet production targets, resulting in eﬀective planning of all the company’s resources.
It is a ﬂexible, reliable and versatile tool which provides the company with the beneﬁts needed to increase their competitive edge.
Its ability to meet deadlines to the requests for bids and improved documentation budgets, increases customer conﬁdence and
prepares the company for new growth opportunities.
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WITH PRONOX ALL IS IMPROVE

PRONOX ALLOWS YOU TO:
Reduce fabrication costs, between 8% and 15%.
Implement your own customized planning method, according to your resources, applying all the algorithms needed.
Manage short, medium and long term workloads.
Find limiting resources and surpluses quickly and anticipate recruitment needs or machinery and equipment purchases.
Be aware of work in progress in real time, globally, by resource and by fabrication phase.
React in the event of any production incident.
Anticipate raw material needs according to the planning.
Update in real time the expected completion dates of orders and phases according to the production progress and incidences
(rejections, failures ,workers on leave…).

INTEGRATED AND SYNCHRONIZED PLANNING WITH ERP
Pronox’s synchronization with ERP increases capacities in production because this integration allows you to monitor the manufacturing in real time, detecting incidents and reprogramming new work orders if the capacity of the lines of resource changes
or if manual changes are made to the program.
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INTUITIVE, CONFIGURABLE
AND EFFICIENT SYSTEM
Pronox presents an intuitive graphical interface through a
system of conﬁgurable panels and colour codes that allow
you to identify quickly the information to facilitate query and
programming tasks. To complete its eﬀectiveness,
Pronox provides the possibility to generate manufacture and
construction printable reports.

SUPPORT AND TRAINING
From the initial implementation of software, we oﬀer a counseling service and updates that are maintained over time. You will also
be able to customize your Pronox version by developing modules and reports tailored to your needs.
We have access to a personalized service worldwide by remote control, video or telephone contact.
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